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PRICE: 

15 USD / 24 hours

Welcome to our scooter rental service, where you can explore the beautiful island of Koh Rong in

Cambodia at your own pace. We offer a fleet of 7 golden scooters ready to provide you with

unforgettable adventures on this tropical island.

Rental Terms:

The rental includes a full tank of fuel, allowing you to start your journey immediately upon pickup.

Each scooter comes equipped with a head protector and automatic helmet, ensuring safety

during your ride.

SCOOTER RENTAL

PRICE: 

60 USD / whole trip

We are delighted to offer our guests an exclusive opportunity to explore the beauty of

Koh Rong with our private ride tuk tuk service. Choose your preferred destinations and

enjoy the privacy and comfort of your own ride!

Discover the stunning sights of Koh Rong with ease:

Palm Beach

Prey Tasok Mangrove Boardwalk

Pagoda Beach

Coconut Beach

Long Set

Long Beach

Koh Touch Village

Sok San Village

Our tuk tuk trips take a maximum of 5 hours and the start and end times are flexible to

accommodate our resort guests' schedules.

PRIVATE RIDE TUK TUK

*The price includes private transportation for the tour and pickup, as well as a complimentary bottle of water per person.
Please collect your water from the reception before the trip.

PRICE: 

25 USD / whole trip

*The price includes private transportation for the tour and pickup, as well as a complimentary bottle of water per person.
Please collect your water from the reception before the trip.

Start Time: The timing may vary depending on the season, typically between 5:30-6:30

p.m.

Included in the price:

A scenic tuk-tuk ride to the perfect spot for sunset viewing.

A cozy beach towel provided by us, ensuring you can sit back, relax, and soak in the

unforgettable panorama in comfort.

SUNSET TOUR TUK TUK


